PATENTED

NO-TOUCH
ELECTRODE
HANDLING
SYSTEMS

®

With its patented No-Touch® Electrode Addition System, Mazzella CIS
has revolutionized safe and efficient electrode handling operations
throughout the steel industry. Mazzella CIS, the electrode-handling
company you’ve trusted since 1995, consulted top industry
professionals to design this totally touchless system that removes
operator risk from the electrode addition equation.
The built-to-order, patented No-Touch® Electrode Addition System combines
state-of-the art technology and precision engineering to add and torque
electrodes by remote control, protecting your most valuable resource, your
employees, while improving efficiency. That adds up to a safer workplace,
fewer lost-time injuries, and better productivity on the floor.

Patented No-Touch® Electrode Addition System Components
 Up-ending Table electronically indexes new electrodes into a vertical position, secured with a safety arm.
 Vertical Automatic Addition Tong (VAAT) uses a custom bale and locking device for easy crane hook
engagement of the electrode without operator assistance.
 VAAT’s stem-and-bale assembly provides 360º rotation of a suspended electrode.
 Spinning Hydraulic Torque Device (SHTD), pre-loaded with an electrode column, receives the new
electrode, lowered into place by the VAAT.
 SHTD clamps and rotates a new electrode, as the column is held in place. The VAAT’s thread system
is pitched to match the electrode being joined for a perfect fit every time.
 Trouble-free torquing: the electrode is torqued to specification as the VAAT rotates independently,
lowering with the electrode as it is threaded onto the column.
 After torquing, the VAAT lifts the electrode column from the SHTD and returns the column to the
electric arc furnace for operation.
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ELECTRODE COLUMN ASSEMBLY &
TRANSPORTATION DEVICES
Graphite Lift Plugs
Graphite lift plugs are designed for vertical transportation of electrodes to and from
the furnace. These devices enable the operator to leave the device on the column
during furnace operation.

Metal Lift Plugs and Steel Lift Caps
Threaded-stem metal lift plugs and steel caps are used to take an electrode section
from horizontal to vertical, and also, to spin down at the same thread pitch as the
electrode connecting pins during the jointing process.

Cushioned Lift Device
This device is used for the addition and transfer of electrode columns for off-furnace
assembly. Also, it can assist in negating the effects of shock loading that may occur
when removing an electrode column from the electric arc furnace. An optional swivel
or anti-rotational hook are also available.

Cushioned Lift Device with elebia® Auto-Hook
– Low Headroom
This low-profile device gives you the benefits of a cushioned lift device and the
elebia® Auto-Hook in one device.
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ELECTRODE COLUMN ASSEMBLY &
TRANSPORTATION DEVICES
Manual Clamping Collar
The manual clamping collar is used to spin an electrode section down into the
adjoining electrode and help initiate the tightening process.

Wishbone Spacer
The lightweight, wooden wishbone spacer fits between electrode end faces during
the jointing process to prevent damaging graphite threads, and also, to “set the gap”
between the electrodes.

Rising Stem Lifting Device
The rising stem lifting device is used for the transportation of electrode sections,
and also, to spin down at the same thread pitch as the electrode connecting pin.
These devices are used in conjunction with graphite lift plugs.

Electrode Chain Wrench
This electrode chain wrench allows the operators to safely spin an electrode and
tighten the electrode joint.

Torque Wrench
Our torque wrench offers a positive torque indicator by means of an unmistakable
signal, ensuring that graphite electrodes are torqued to the manufacturer’s
recommended specification.
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ELECTRODE RECOVERY TOOLS
Electrode Recovery Ring
The electrode recovery ring is used for recovering broken or damaged electrode
sections that are in vertical or semi-vertical positions.

LMF – Electrode Recovery Tong
Held open by a combustible extension, this LMF tong closes within close proximity
of the molten steel bath, securing a broken electrode.

EAF – Electrode Recovery Tong
The electrode recovery tong is designed for the recovery of broken electrode
sections or columns. This unit features a Heppenstall latch and will grip the
electrode from true horizontal to semi-vertical.

Dual Arm Heavy-Duty EAF Electrode Recovery Tong
This heavy-duty tong is designed for the recovery of a broken electrode column.
The unit is held open by a bump link and will grip the column from true horizontal
to semi-vertical. The unit comes complete with required rigging.
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SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT
Thread Wear Pocket Gages
This go / no-go gage identifies if the threads of a lift plug are considered worn out.
There is a 3 threads-per-inch (T3) and 4 threads-per-inch (T4) device to fit your needs.

Tap Hole Lift Device Assembly
The tap hole lift device assembly is used to install stackable eccentric bottom taphole (EBT) refractory end blocks and tap hole sleeves into the base of the furnace.
Also, the device assists in negating the effects of minor shock loads that may occur
when installing the refractory. The springs of the device offer the crane operator a
visual indicator of the load that is being applied.

Slide Gate Lift System
This customized cushioned lift device is designed to safely remove slide gates from
the bottom of ladles.

Mechanical Electrode Holder
Electrode column storage racks with eccentric locking devices allow jointing at
each station. Mazzella CIS can match existing holders, as well as engineer a customdesigned rack, to meet your specific requirements.

elebia® Auto-Hook
This professionally engineered and patented product is on the forefront of “hands
free” safety. Offering a 5 ton, 10 ton, and 20 ton Auto-Hook, Mazzella CIS is proud to
be the exclusive distributor of elebia® hooks to the steel industry in the United States!
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HYDRAULIC TORQUE DEVICE &
ASSEMBLY STATION
Spinning Hydraulic Torque Device –
Off-Furnace Electrode Addition Station
Complete with a mechanical electrode holder and eccentric locking device to ensure
a positive torque reaction point, this unit automatically spins down the electrode and
applies the final recommended torque by using one lever.

Torque Flange Indicator
This indicator can be added to most Mazzella CIS electrode addition stations to
independently verify what torque is being applied.
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ELECTRODE WEIGH SCALE

The graphite electrodes used in metal arc furnaces in the steelmaking
industry are often large and may weigh several tons. As the electrode
columns are consumed within the furnace, they eventually reach a
length where they cannot be used independently; partially-consumed
electrodes can be joined with other partially-consumed electrodes,
or new electrodes, in an end-to-end configuration, making them long
enough again for use.
Until now, there has been no easy way for operators to gather useful
information on the spent electrodes, either before or after they are
consumed to an unusable length. With the patent-pending Mazzella
CIS electrode weigh scale, arc furnace operators now can measure
and weigh electrodes to determine the mass of an electrode and how
many heats remain in a partially-consumed electrode. This data helps
operators understand electrode consumption, determine cost per ton
of steel, and calculate how many pounds of electrode material went
into a specific output of steel.

The Mazzella CIS electrode weigh scale includes a mounting platform,
an electrode holder and clamping assembly, and an electrode weighing
assembly with at least one load cell. Using this scale, multiple
electrodes can be weighed before and after their use in the furnace
to determine the difference in weight, providing concrete information
on electrode consumption. Consumption data, together with other
information, including furnace output and the number of times
and length of time an electrode was used, can help improve the
efficiency of electrode consumption in a metal arc furnace.
By using the Mazzella CIS electrode weigh scale, steelmakers can:
 Track electrode consumption
 Reduce inefficiencies in furnace operations
 Plan effectively for adequate electrode supplies for their
arc furnaces.
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ON-FURNACE
AUTOMATIC JOINER
The patent-pending Mazzella CIS on-furnace automatic joiner offers a reliable
and safe way for furnace operators to make electrode additions as required in an
on-furnace melt shop. The system is based on the same technology used by the
patented No-Touch® Electrode Handling System, which is in use at multiple steel
mills across North America. Furnace operators now can make electrode additions
directly on the furnace, eliminating the costly downtime and movement of flying
cranes to and from the furnace with off-furnace assembly. Through continued
consumption of the electrode using this joiner system, mills can minimize both
oxidation and furnace downtime.
In addition to the advantages gained in safety and efficiency, the joiner also offers
an advantage over competitive products with its patented independent indicator
feature. Customers are guaranteed that the joint is properly tightened, and they
have achieved a confirmed joint to the manufacturer’s specifications.

 Patented Independent Indicator – With our patented independent
indicator feature, steel mills are guaranteed to achieve a properly
tightened joint meeting manufacturer’s specifications.
 Reliability – The Mazzella CIS on-furnace automatic joiner uses proven
technology and incorporates components from the successful No-Touch®
Electrode Handling System in use since early 2017. The system is
designed for 24/7 use, and with regular maintenance, offers unmatched
reliability to prevent downtime and keep operations running smoothly.
 Service and Maintenance – Mazzella CIS has a crew of highly-skilled
service technicians and electricians based in the United States available
for immediate service. Our technicians can perform routine maintenance
and inspections and respond quickly to service calls.
 Customer Relationships – Mazzella CIS brings more than 30 years
of strong relationships with many steel mills throughout the world,
providing the industry with a wide variety of electrode handling
equipment, graphite lift plugs, electrode addition tools, and much more.
* US Patent 9841334 found on page 11 of this brochure
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MAZZELLA CIS
PATENT INFORMATION
US PATENT 9850105

US PATENT 9844104

An electrode lifting apparatus provides a mechanism for lifting a free electrode in a vertical
orientation and moving the free electrode suspended below the lifting apparatus to a location
for a joining procedure with another electrode or portion of an electrode. Also, he electrode
lifting apparatus supports the free electrode during a joining procedure that includes driven
rotation of the free electrode by an electrode torque station. The electrode lifting apparatus
includes a bail and a body, the body having a yoke and a housing. First and second arms
on the body connect the housing to the yoke. The body may angularly rotate relative to the
relatively fixed bail about a reference vertical axis during driven rotation of the free electrode
by the torque station. A threaded stem attached to the bail provides a threaded engagement
with the yoke allowing such relative angular rotation in some embodiments.

An electrode joining apparatus for joining a free electrode to a fixed electrode, the fixed
electrode having a top end. The apparatus can include an electrode holder configured to
selectively hold the fixed electrode. A torque device can be positioned above the electrode
holder, the torque device configured to grip and spin the free electrode to join the free
electrode to the fixed electrode. A blowout jet can be oriented to selectively force a stream
of gas toward the top end of the fixed electrode when the fixed electrode is held by the
electrode holder. As such, the blowout jet can help remove dust, debris, or graphite residue
on the top end of the fixed electrode before joining the free electrode to the fixed electrode.
The fixed electrode can include a threaded socket with the blow jet oriented to force the
stream of gas toward the threaded socket.

US PATENT 10077169

US PATENT 9930733

An electrode lifting apparatus provides a mechanism for lifting a free electrode in a vertical
orientation and moving the free electrode suspended below the lifting apparatus to a location
for a joining procedure with another electrode or portion of an electrode. Also, he electrode
lifting apparatus supports the free electrode during a joining procedure that includes driven
rotation of the free electrode by an electrode torque station. The electrode lifting apparatus
includes a bail and a body, the body having a yoke and a housing. First and second arms
on the body connect the housing to the yoke. The body may angularly rotate relative to the
relatively fixed bail about a reference vertical axis during driven rotation of the free electrode
by the torque station. A threaded stem attached to the bail provides a threaded engagement
with the yoke allowing such relative angular rotation in some embodiments.

An electrode joining apparatus for joining a free electrode to a fixed electrode. The electrode
joining apparatus includes an electrode holder configured to selectively hold the fixed electrode
and a torque device positioned above the electrode holder. The torque device is configured to
grip and spin the free electrode to join the electrodes. The electrode joining apparatus can
include an axial passage defined through the electrode holder and torque device. A retractable
spacer can be movably connected to the electrode joining apparatus, the retractable spacer
configured to selectively move into the axial passage. The retractable spacer can be used to
form a gap between the free electrode and fixed electrode before the joining process is initiated.
Also, the electrode joining apparatus can include a spacer drive mechanism coupled to the
retractable spacer, the spacer drive mechanism configured to selectively move the retractable
spacer into the axial passage.

Vertical automatic addition tong apparatus

Vertical automatic addition tong apparatus

US PATENT 9383278

Electrode torque measurement device
An electrode joining apparatus for joining a fixed electrode and free electrode including an
electrode holder configured to receive the fixed electrode and a torque device positioned
above the electrode holder. The torque device is configured to grip and spin the free electrode
to join the free electrode to the fixed electrode. A force sensor is coupled to the torque device.
The torque device is configured to apply a force on the force sensor when the torque device
engages the free electrode. The force sensor is configured to detect a signal representative
of the force applied by the torque device on the free electrode. The feedback force signal
can be used to determine the torque applied to the free electrode by the torque device to
help ensure a proper joint is formed between the free electrode and fixed electrode.

Electrode joining apparatus

Electrode joint spacer

US PATENT PENDING

On-furnace automatic joiner
The On-Furnace Joiner will allow the furnace operator to make the electrode addition
that happens every 6 to 8 hours X 3 for an AC furnace. This stops the crane movement
of flying electrodes to and from the furnace as we do today with off-furnace assembly
and costly downtime. These electrodes are constantly consumed, and are one of the
top three consumables in steel production; the others are scrap and energy.

US PATENT PENDING

Electrode weigh station

US PATENT 9841334

Electrode torque measurement device
An electrode joining apparatus for joining a fixed electrode and free electrode, including an
electrode holder configured to receive the fixed electrode and a torque device positioned above
the electrode holder. The torque device is configured to grip and spin the free electrode to join
the free electrode to the fixed electrode. A force sensor is coupled to the torque device. The
torque device is configured to apply a force on the force sensor when the torque device engages
the free electrode. The force sensor can detect a feedback force signal representative of the
force applied by the torque device on the free electrode. The feedback force signal can be used
to determine the torque applied to the free electrode by the torque device to help ensure that a
proper joint is formed between the free electrode and fixed electrode.

An apparatus for weighing an electrode. The apparatus is securable to a mounting platform
having a platform hole shaped to receive the electrode, the apparatus comprising: an electrode
holder, including an electrode clamping assembly, the electrode holder configured to receive
and retain the electrode within the electrode holder, and an electrode weighing assembly
having at least one load cell positionable between the electrode holder and the mounting
platform; wherein when the electrode is retained in the electrode holder and the electrode
weighing assembly is positioned between the electrode holder and the mounting platform,
the electrode weighing assembly is operable to measure the weight of the electrode.

US PATENT 10028338
Electrode torque lift

An electrode joining apparatus for joining a first electrode and second electrode includes
an electrode holder configured to receive the first electrode and a torque device positioned
above the electrode holder. The torque device is configured to engage and rotate the second
electrode relative to the first electrode. A lift is disposed on the apparatus to move the torque
device relative to the electrode holder. In some embodiments, the lift includes a mechanism
such as a powered actuator operable to raise the torque device above the electrode holder.
In additional embodiments, the lift includes a carriage that is vertically moveable relative to
the electrode holder, and the torque device is attached to the carriage.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE
ABOUT LIFTING & RIGGING?
Visit the Mazzella Lifting & Rigging Learning Center
for videos, articles, podcasts, and more.
SCAN THE
CODE TO
LEARN MORE

1241 Foster Ave | Nashville, TN 37210
Phone: 615-256-8658  Fax: 615-256-1367  sales@cisrigging.com

